## Uniform Price List

### Girls Primary Summer Uniform
- **FROCK:** BLUE AND WHITE CHECK $51.99
- **SLOPPY JOE:** NAVY SLOPPY JOE WITH EMBROIDERY $39.99
- **BOMBER JACKET:** SPECIAL NAVY WITH STRIPES & CREST $79.99
- **SOCKS:** NAVY FOAM 4006 HAT WITH EMB $4.99
- **SHOES:** BLACK LEATHER LACE UP $26.99

### Girls Primary Winter Uniform
- **TUNIC:** NAVY TARTAN $56.99
- **BLOUSE:** SKY BLUE LS PIPED BLOUSE $33.99
- **SLOPPY JOE:** NAVY SLOPPY JOE WITH EMBROIDERY $39.99
- **BOMBER JACKET:** SPECIAL NAVY WITH STRIPES & CREST $79.99
- **TIGHT:** NAVY 'BECKY' STYLE $13.99
- **SCARF:** JNR NAVY 'CASHMERE FEEL' WITH EMB $14.99
- **HAT:** NAVY FOAM 4006 HAT WITH EMB $26.99

### Boys Primary Summer Uniform
- **SHIRT:** SKY LAYBACK SHIRT WITH EMBROIDERY $27.99
- **SHORTS:** NAVY 'BLOCKERS' $19.99
- **SLOPPY JOE:** NAVY SLOPPY JOE WITH EMBROIDERY $30.99
- **BOMBER JACKET:** SPECIAL NAVY WITH STRIPES & CREST $79.99
- **SOCKS:** NAVY FOAM 4006 HAT WITH EMB $26.99
- **SHOES:** NAVY ANGLE STYLE $4.99

### Boys Primary Winter Uniform
- **SHIRT:** SKY DELUXE LONG SLEEVE $30.99
- **TROUSERS:** NAVY 1/2 ELASTIC BACK CLASSICS $38.99
- **SLOPPY JOE:** NAVY SLOPPY JOE WITH EMBROIDERY $30.99
- **BOMBER JACKET:** SPECIAL NAVY WITH STRIPES & CREST $79.99
- **TIE:** NAVY WITH RED/WHITE STRIPES $16.99
- **SOCKS:** NAVY ANGLE STYLE $4.99
- **SCARF:** JNR NAVY 'CASHMERE FEEL' WITH EMB $14.99
- **HAT:** NAVY FOAM 4006 HAT WITH EMB $26.99

### Sports Uniform
- **POLO:** PANEL POLO STRIPE COLLAR WITH EMB $37.99
- **SHORTS:** NAVY MESH STYLE WITH EMB $30.99
- **JACKET:** NAVY TRACK JACKET W/PIPING EMB $63.99
- **TROUSERS:** NAVY WITH PIPING $41.99
- **HAT:** NAVY WHITE RED 4026 CAP WITH EMB $16.99
- **SOCK:** WHITE SPORTS WITH NAVY STRIPES $9.99

---

**ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO ALTERATION**

**NOTES:** GLOVES & HAIR ACCESSORIES ALSO AVAILABLE AT STORE. BOMBER JACKET IS COMPELLARY, SLOPPY JOE NOT TO BE WORN ON ITS OWN.